
LF05 Frosty Fritter
Materials Required: 
Creative Paradise, Inc. LF05 Frosty Fritter
Boron Nitride Spray (ZYP). 
COE96 F1 Powder Frit: Red Opal, Sunflower 
Opal, Orange, Black. COE96 F2 Fine White Frit, 
COE96 F3 White Medium Frit. Fired White Gold. 
Gold Applicator. Optional: Ear Wax Vacuum. 

Frit fill weight (optional): 116 grams.
Begin by treating the mold with MR97 or ZYP glass separator 
spray.  Be sure to angle the mold while applying the spray to 
coat the various angles and textures of  the mold.

Very carefully and gently add some Black powder into the 
buttons on the Snowman’s belly. This can be tricky to do 
with your fingers so it is advisable to use a powder vibe. Use 
an ear wax vacuum to gently vacuum up any stray frit. Next, 

carefully add some Sunflower powder to the first and then every 
second section on the top part of  the scarf, followed by Orange 

powder into the spaces left in between (image 2). Do the same for the 
lower part of  the scarf, only starting this time with the Orange powder. 
Add Orange Powder into the nose and Black powder into the hat (image 
3). Then fill the mold up with Fine White Frit up to half  way (image 4) 
and then top it off by filling the rest of  the mold up with Medium White 
frit (image 5). If  you want, you can put a 3cm long 17 gauge Nichrome 
wire bent in a horse shoe shape and add the two ends to the top of  the 
Snowman’s hat before fusing. After you can use him as a decoration. 
Fire the Snowman using the suggested schedule in table 1. When the 
Snowman is fired you can add Fired White Gold embelishments onto the 
Snowman - to his mouth, eyes and scarf, even add your own designs like 
the snowflakes in image 1,using a gold applicator. Then fire the Snowman 
to 1250 to mature the White Gold.
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Tips:
~Use a Powder Vibe when putting the powder 
into the small parts of  the mold.
~Add Nichrome wire bent in a horse shoe shape 
into the frit of  the Snowman’s hat before fusing 
so that you can easily hang him up later on!

Table 1 Fuse Schedule
Seg Rate Temp F Hold
1 275 1215 30
2 50 1250 30
3 275 1330 10
4 350 1465 10
5 9999 950 60
6 100 500 05
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https://www.swartglass.com/Frosty-Fritter_p_13998.html

